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Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Open' competition.

Is it Fall Yet?

It’s coming Billy, don’t worry!

And if you’re itching to get out and shoot fall 
color then take an hour or so and review 
Wendy’s program from August. She covered a 
lot of the hot spots, favorite scenes, and some 
off the beaten track ones too.

Here’s hoping you find some inspiration from 
other members in the next few pages. Some 
great ideas to beat the “pandemic blues.”

Featured Article

Thanks to Gwen Paton, we have suggestions 
from a number of members about how they 
are handling photography or creative slumps 
during the pandemic.  Read them here...

Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. 
Art is knowing which ones to keep.

– Scott Adams
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Our Mission
The purpose of the Focus Camera Club is  to further its members’ enjoyment, knowledge and mastery of 
photographic skills through cooperative efforts and fellowship.

Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings
Meetings are held the Second Friday & Fourth Wednesday of each month. Our meeting place is Lone Tree Civic Center, 
8527 Lone Tree Pkwy, in Lone Tree.  Meetings start promptly at 6:30 PM and will end by 9:00 PM after we breakdown 
the chairs and tables in the room. Get a Google Map by clicking here. 

Sunrise at Nubble Lighthouse  by Shawn Slade

https://focuscolorado.com/august-14-program-with-wendy-gedack/
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What are You Doing During Lockdown?

By Focus Members

A big thanks to Gwen Paton for suggesting Focus members share how they are dealing with creativity and  
photography in general during the pandemic and its lockdown. (these were written a few weeks ago)

There is one good thing about the “safer at home” order – since there are fewer places to go, I can sleep 
in every day.  The first week of March Bill and I were at a resort in Sedona at our own casita, so pretty 
safe. Found Sedona Nature Preserve (good) near the resort. Got home and the next day things were 
closing down all over the country. The middle of July we went for 1 night to Trinidad to explore nearby 
ghost towns (good) and drove over Legend Highway west looking for wild flowers (not good). Headed to 
Westcliffe for 2 nights at an AirBNB – kept the reservation when bluegrass festival canceled. Hired our 
own musician/singer/guitar player to serenade us on our patio under the stars (great). Tried star photog-
raphy for the first time. Westcliffe is known for its dark skies so great for dark sky photography.

End of July joined daughter and family at VRBO on a mountain lake north of Durango via Paonia. Best 
photos at old mining camp near Silverton (good). Our next adventure is Aug. 12-20 when we head to the 
Badlands of SD and ND in our rented 20’ Winnebago Travato RV. Will be going in from the south, going 
north out of Sterling, NE. There’s a few detours near the Badlands as the Indians try to block the bikers 
from the roads. Will try to avoid the 250,000 bikers at the rally in Sturgis as we head north from the SD 
badlands into the ND badlands. Will be trying out my new Sony A7ii with wide angle lens. 

– Gwen Paton (and Bill Dickson)

I've been at home getting my bearings after my wife's protracted illness. So what to do? I have started 
my bucket list.  It looks like Alaska in November 2020 (celebrate the election) for eagles, and over to the 
Yukon for a couple of days.

Bucket list:

• S. Georgia Island/Antarctica

• 3 months in Europe as the spirit moves me/taking trains at night

• Go away coronavirus.

– Tom Polys

I decided to make digital copies of some 35mm Kodachrome slides I had from 1964. I have a slide copier 
but I loaned it to a friend who's out of town. So, I fixed a tube of the right length for full size slide copies 
to the front of my macro lens. Then I fashioned a slide holder to the tube made of cardboard pieces 
glued together with rubber cement. And Viola!, now attached to my D800E is a slide copier that makes 
36 MP images.

It amazes me how grainy and unsharp slides of that era are when compared to today's digital images. I 
think the sharpness loss is perhaps due, in part, to diffusion of the dye in the film base. 
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Nevertheless, after some noise reduction and sharpening, I have what I consider some pretty pre-
sentable images. And they bring back great memories!

(I'm happy to provide details and other information to any member interested in trying this.)

– Joe B.

Personally, I learn a lot from critiques and the follow-on dialogue. So being housebound I contacted sev-
eral friends and formed a “study group” comprised of six photographers including myself. Three of us live 
here in Colorado and belong to Mile Hi Wildlife Photo Club, (I’m the only one that belongs to Focus as 
well) two are Audubon members in southern California one of which is the editor of the Audubon’s Focal 
Points Magazine and the last is professional photo judge from New Jersey who also leads photo work-
shops. All in all it’s a mixed bag of experienced photographers with commensurate skills. 

I patterned the group on the study groups at the Photographic Society of America. Once a month each 
of us submits two images by email to the entire group. We stagger submissions about 4 days apart, giv-
ing each member time to analyze, critique and make suggestions regarding the image. Although it’s not a 
competition we score each image based on the PSA scoring system, which rates on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 = 
Excellent or Outstanding; 4 = Very Good; 3 = Good image; 2 = Needs work and 1 = Poor image) in three 
separate categories, “Interest”, “Technical" and "Composition.” So the max score is 15. We then send the 
critique back to the maker with a CC to all the other members.

When one member submits an image each member not only critiques and scores the image, the re-
viewer also makes very specific recommendations, especially with comments on ways to improve the 
image. We now go back and forth, all making suggestions on how to improve or differentiate the image 
and in most cases we include the changes each have made in post, so in addition to hearing about what 
could be done, we can also see the modifications.

In effect, it’s become a mini-online photo club with one goal - to help everyone enjoy and improve their 
photography.  The real surprise is how I’ve been taken back by the enthusiasm of the group and how 
many little pointers we’ve all picked up. Macro, landscape, wildlife, portraits, street photography, any-
thing goes, we review them all and frankly it’s been a blast. So, if anyone is interested in forming such a 
group please email me at bmazz68@comcast.net - we found that six is really an ideal number - it’s not 
overwhelming but still we get an incredible variety of images and perspectives. I would be more than 
happy to orchestrate the group during the start up phase, so LMK, I think it would be great and for me 
especially since I live in the mountains I could get to know some of the members a bit better.

– Butch

For the safety of my community and me, I chose a more restricted life during the pandemic. One of the 
joys of photography is that it makes me look closely, even near to home. Nearby Cherry Creek Park and 
a pond corridor provided interesting opportunities for June’s reflections shots. And, I-25 and the RTD 
line were close for July’s long-exposure shots. Sure, I was awkwardly stepping backwards. when a 
friendly photographer at the park wanted to show me bird pictures on his camera’s LCD. However, social 
distancing is typically easy, by visiting less frequented places at less popular times.
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Being at home encourages more reading. Margaret Livingstone’s Vision and Art traces how painters 
have developed techniques to create perceptions of depth and movement, by taking advantage of how 
our brains process visual information. For example, Livingstone says that Impressionist painters used 
equiluminant colors to create illusions of shimmering movement, such as in rivers, because our visual 
system sees depth unclearly without the cues of luminosity contrasts. Trying to duplicate this shimmer-
ing illusion, I made bands of low luminance contrasts in the background of my July submission of a mag-
pie photograph. Reading also led me to enjoy the photographs of Saul Leiter. As a lesson to us now, he 
shot street scenes in his own NYC neighborhood over decades—rich inspiration can be nearby. His 
photo’s colors and abstraction are often striking. If interested, some of his color photographs are shown 
at http://saulleiterfoundation.org/images_color.html 

– Best regards, Terry Hanford

As some of you may (or may not) realize, I've not been very active in photography for the past couple of 
years. During the pandemic shut-down, I have been staying at home (mostly). Had planned a photo 
workshop for July (canceled but...maybe next year) so I signed up for another (also canceled).

In lieu of a workshop, I have begun going back through a lot of my older pictures and started working 
with some of them that I'd never gotten around to processing....sometimes I've wondered why I'd never 
noticed them! I find I've gotten very "rusty" with both PS and LR...aargh!

And, I've gone to the Botanic Gardens a couple of times after they opened back up and hope to go again 
soon; also hope to locate some sunflower fields.

I also participated in a photography webinar which included info on shooting in InfraRed. That rekindled 
my interest and I've sent in an older camera body to have it converted to IR. I'd done a little some years 
ago using a screw-in filter but it was rather unsatisfying because of the required long exposures...so I 
quit using it. I hope to take up IR again since the exposure times will be more like "normal." 

– Nancy

As for me, I think I struggled because I am so used to traveling for work and being able to take my cam-
era along on those trips. I had taken my last work trip of the year in early March and was able to go out 
and shoot Red Rock Canyon just outside of Las Vegas; so that was nice. April I didn't really do anything, 
which was hard. So in May I forced myself to at least go out and hike the trails near my house and shoot 
some things out there. Nothing award winning, but it got me out. 

June saw me hit Rocky Mountain National Park for a much needed hike and some great picture opportu-
nities. July I went on an overnight solo camping trip just to shoot some images up in the mountains. Late 
July our family went to NH/ME and I was able to shoot a nice sunrise at a lighthouse in Maine and finally 
earlier this month in August, my wife and I hiked Shrine Pass Trail for some wildflower shoots. 

So I guess to answer your question, after a down April, I forced myself to start getting out and hiking lo-
cally and in the mountains where I was not likely to be in close proximity to lots of people. This helped 
me get the juices flowing again.

– Shawn
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Program & Competition Meetings

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

09/11/20 Program – From Lightroom to 
Photoshop: A Start-to-Finish 
with Ben Strauss

09/23/20 Subject – Trees

09/30/20 Member Critique (Canceled) 

10/09/20 Program – Mongolia by Julian 
Elliot  (Zoom meeting 10/10)

10/28/20 Subject – Open

11/13/20 Program – HDR in LR / Luminos-
ity Masks in PS by Erik Holladay-
McCann

11/25/20 Subject – Fall Colors

September 11 Program with Ben Strauss

‘From Lightroom to Photoshop: A Start-to-Finish’

Ben has a painterly approach to processing and will 
show us step by step what he does to achieve the re-
sults he gets. (Shawn has likened him to Thomas 
Moran because of his use of strong light and shadow)

We encourage members to take some time to look at 
Ben’s website and YouTube channel (links below) in 
order to get a feel for the unique art he creates.

About Ben

Ben began his journey into the creative and expres-
sive world of photography nearly five years ago. 
Already being an outdoor enthusiast (backpacker and 
mountain biker), he was immediately hooked on landscape/nature photography. Ben grew up in Love-
land Colorado, recently completed a Masters in Mechanical Engineering, and currently works as an 
aerospace engineer at Honeybee Robotics in Longmont.

See Ben’s work at his website https://www.benstraussphotography.com/ and his Youtube channel 

This Month's Competition is ‘Trees’

The official definition - “An image in which the main subject is a tree, trees or a significant portion of a tree – 
not bushes. Images in which the main subject cannot be definitely identified as a tree or part thereof, will be dis-
qualified. Photos of carved trees or tree shaping (made into art), or manufactured trees are not acceptable. 
However, images of bonsai (miniature) trees are acceptable.“
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Judge will be Joseph Roybal

We encourage people to follow the 2020 monthly subjects, but also realize some people won’t have suit-
able images in their archives. In that case, submit any image, just like you would in an Open competition. 
And remember, we are limiting to 2 images per person for all competitions done via Zoom.

We don’t want anyone going out and risking their health or breaking any StayAtHome restrictions.

If you need the Competition Entry forms or the template for the stick-on labels, you can get both from the Focus website 
on the Competition Rules page.

Member Recognition

Terry Hanford’s image was selected for the August cover of the Greenwood 
Village newsletter. Way to go Terry!!

I shot the photo of storm clouds from the top of the RTD Arapaho Park-and-Ride 
parking structure, close to Arapaho road and I-25 in Greenwood Village.  The 
clock tower in the photo is part of that parking structure.  

I sent the photo to the editor of the Greenwood Village Newsletter, who thought 
it was nice enough to be a cover image.

See the full newsletter on the GV city website.
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August ‘Open’ Competition Results

Media Artist Image Title Score

f8 Color Digital Al Shinogle Fading Images 9

f11 Color Digital Lucius Ashby Out of Here 9

Victoria Ashby Fence Warp 9

Victoria Ashby Shadow Play 9

Bill Rothenmeyer The Kids are Alright 9

Shawn Slade Fire in the Sky 9

Shawn Slade Sunrise at Nubble Lighthouse 9

Susan Haffke Transparent Lady 10

Dave Hull Table for One 10

f16 B&W Digital Ron Cooper Nelson 10

Ronald Schaller Noxious Elegance 10

Color Digital Joe Bonita Soaring Seagull 9

Butch Mazzuca Delicate Arch 9

Nancy Myer Cosmos on a Field of Green 9

Nancy Myer New Mexico Rural Chapel 9

Oz Pfenninger Spiral 9

Ronald Schaller Invasive Beauty 9

Ron Cooper Dani Tribesman, West Papua 10

Butch Mazzuca Leopardess 10

Oz Pfenninger Lines and Angles 10

Leander Urmy Lunch with a Friend 10

Leander Urmy Sunflower Explosion 10

Judge for this competition was Jeff Johnson. See all the winning images in the Online Gallery.

Remember to send your winning Print images to Webmaster@FocusColorado.com for the online galleries. 
And please use the same naming conventions and image sizes as we do for Digital Submissions.
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Photo Contests

International Landscape POTY

There's nothing more satisfying than seeing your photos published alongside the world's best. And the 
International Landscape Photographer of the Year Awards book is a real book - printed on paper and 
bound between hard covers...

This is our seventh year of the International Landscape Photographer of the Year Awards and with the 
current global pandemic, we're really interested to see what photographers enter. Your entries must 
have been captured after 1 January 2019 (so, within the last 20-odd months), but will the recent lock-
down periods mean we'll see more post-production? Who knows!

Deadline is September 30, 2020

Visit the International Landscape Photographer website for all the details and image submissions.

Local Photo Opps & Events

Black Hills Photo Shootout: Virtual Edition

This online event covers just about every genre of photography except weddings. Sessions for land-
scape, macro, travel, B&W, HDR, events, night photography, and more are listed. 

Go hit that course page and find your faves. The cost is only $79 for 6 sessions so it’s a bargain.

Get info about the online courses being offered and hit the Registration link in the menu or end of the 
page to secure your spot. Sessions given from Sept. 15 – 24. Registration gets you recordings too.

CRUSH WALLS

CRUSH is a week-long celebration of graffiti and street art, responsible for curating hundreds of murals 
in RiNo over the last decade. This annual event is free to the public and welcomes all members of our 
community (regardless of age) to enjoy this curated outdoor gallery. Join the action and watch as larger-
than-life murals evolve from ideas to masterpieces right before your eyes!

Runs from September 14-20.

Visit the Crush Walls website for info, artist profiles, and the history of the project.
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Frame #37

A collection of extra tidbits discovered during the past few weeks.

— How to choose the right focal length for Landscapes.  In a Youtube video   Nigel Danson   covers from 14 
to 200 mm and offers excellent advice for each and every range in between. 

— In keeping with the member suggestions in this newsletter, here is a giant list of “ways to unlock your 
creativity” and get right brain active again. (Going for a walk is high on my list)

— The Oakland Museum recently added a Dorothea Lange archive on their website. Visit the museum 
website to view her Depression era, WWII, and post-war work.

I knew, of course, that trees and plants had roots, stems, bark, 
branches and foliage that reached up toward the light. But I 
was coming to realize that the real magician was light itself…

– Edward Steichen
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